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University Bans
Doughnut, Raffle
Sales in Blackburn
By BRAKKT0N BOOKER
Hilltop Staff Wrilcr
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Candidates Face Tough Issues at Speak Out
Record Crowd Attends Cook Hall
Debate on Athletics, Acedemics
By Joi C. RrDJ,•;v
Hilltop Staff Writer
Tuesday night's Speak Ou1 held in
Cook Hall drew in a record crowd as
both HUSA and Undergraduate
Trustee candidates addressed student
concerns and plans
for the future of
Howard University.
More

tl\at1

hS btu-

S.eadership

Please See Blackbum, A7

Students Defme Concerns As Election Nears

Breana C. Smith rounded out the
debate.
Candidates addressed issues such
as integrating athletics with academics, protesting the food services on
campus, and student activism. Unlike
previous Speak Outs, the forum
allowed candidates to
address one another as
well as addressing issues

ervant

The sale of Krispy Kreme doughnuts and raffle tickets from the
ground level of Blackburn Center is
a thing of the past.
According 10 a memo from the
Office of S1uden1 Activities 10 all sruJ ent organizations early this week,
the selling of i1cms in Blackburn by
student organizations is prohibited.
The memo. which was signed by
Torrance Samuels, acting director of
Student Ac1ivitie<;, says ''there will be
Wl 1icke1, doughnuts, raffle or any
01her kinds of sales on the Ground
Floor of Blackburn University Center.,.
Samuels cites "safety reasons,"
accountability for revenue generated
through ticket sales, and the University's policy that all 1icke1 sales go
through Cram1on Auditorium's Box
Office, as the reasons the action was
taken.
The memo, which was dated
Thursday, February. 15, did not reach

1he mailboxes of student organiza•
1ions until Monday. And most student
leaders imerviewed by The Hilltop
on Wednesday said they had not
received the memo at all.
The ban on sales only serves 10
highlight the decreasing functionality of the University center, which
was at one time seen as a hub for student organizations.
" Blackburn is for the students and
for fellowship. It's the center of cam•
pus and srudents should be able to
take advantage of al l vending oppor•
1unities," Fundraising Chair of the
Phi Sigma Pi Fraternity, Inc., Sonia
Johnson said.
Johnson said that the memo may
"put a damper" on one of her organization's activities. In the upcoming
weeks the group was scheduled to
sponsor a Daisy Troop of Girl Scouts
and have a cookie drive.
··1t•s a shame," Johnson said about
the drive that may now be cancelled.
Although the sudden change from

By O i;RRJ<.:K NA\0
Hi !hop Staff Writer
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Experts Contest Whether SAT I is Racially Biased, Berkeley May Nix Exam
By Sn;vF. SF.A'TON
Daily Californian
(U-WIRE) BERKELEY, Calif.·· In recent years, the
makers of the SAT have had to defend their test against
opponents who claim it is racially biased or useless, but
they have never faced as formidable an opponent as the
president of the UC system.
UC President Richard Atkinson's :mnouncement last
week that the university should do away with lhe SAT I
exam has prompted heated debate over the embanled
admissions test, which is still used by 90 perccm of the
nation's colleges.
''fhe SAT is a while preference test and everybody
kind of knows it,' said Jay Rosner. executive director of
the Princeton Review Foundation.
After extensive research. Rosner said he has reached
the conclusion that 1es1 makers do 001 select 'black preference questions• to appear on the test.

He said he reviewed all 580 questions from the 1988
and I989 SAT I tests and found that the percentage of
while students who answered correctly was higher for
474 of the questions. These he called the 'while preference• questions.
He found the percentage of blacks who answered correctly was higher than whites on only one question, and
that the percentages were the san1e for five others.
He acknowledged that the scoring gaps can be attributed to a number of factors, including differences in edu•
cation and wealth. He argues, however, 1ha1 his explanation of a white preference "explains a big chunk of the
score gap."
Rosner said he was able to reduce the overall SAT I
score gap by 40 percent when he created a test from questions with the smallest racial gap.
"That should appall anyone who thinks the tests are
fair or reasonable." be said.
The College Board, which administrates the SAT,

ardenlly defends 1he 1e,1 agains1 allegation< tha1 it is
biased against minori1y groups.
'The College Board has long maintained 1hat the
SAT is not biased against any e thnic group," said
Jeffrey Penn, a College Board spokesperson. • we
take extra pain to make sure the test itself does not
have an internal bias. It is our contention 1h at those
gaps are related to inequality in education, no1 a
bi as in the test."
Penn said the College Board has a rigorous method
for adding questions to the 1es1, including a review by a
diverse group of teachers. He said they also tes1 the questions in a non-scoring part of e.,ams before adding them
to lhe test officially.
'If we see an odd performance for any specific question, we try to revise it or we drop it,' he said.
Rebecca Zwick, an education professor m UC Santa
Barbara, said she does no1 see a bias in the test.
'I think the main reasons for the disparity in test scores

is due to inequities in educational opportunity, nol a problem with the test," she said.
The purpose of the test is to predict first-year college
grades for students, and it does that well, she said.
"It has been very well demonstrated thnt it does contribute to the prediction of college grades," Zwick said.
•I certainly think for large schools it is helpful as a
screening device."
One UC Berkeley professor disagrees on the validity
of the SAT I exam to predict students' furure performance.
' There is no good evidence that SATu predict performance in college,• said Richard Walker, a UC Berkeley
geography professor. • I think it would just be salutary
to get rid of 1he idea that 1here is a native intelligence
tha1 1he exam tests instead of what people learn, which
is why we send people 10 school in the first place.•
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More and More Students Are Vegging Out
for Health-Related
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President Swygert Proposes
at least Two New Buildings
As Part of His Strategic
Framework for Action fl.
What Buildings Would You
Suggest He Repair or Build?

"Hey Man. It's gotta be Engineering."
-Byron Mitchell
Mechnical Engineering
Sophomore

School of Business to Implement New Policies
On Cheating, Absences, and Forgery Cases
By Mli\ SOMl:ltSi\LI,
Hilhop Staff Writer
chool of Business officials plan to
apply tougher policies towards students in order to crackdown on
recent cases of cheating, forgery on override forms and unexcused absences. said
Samuel S. Paschall, associate dean of the
school.
·
The changes include stricter examination
procedures, a mandatory anendance policy, and a method 1ha1 prevents students
from forging faculty signatures on override
forms, Paschall said. "The mission is basically to improve the academic integrity of
the school."
According to Paschall, a student suspected of cheating on a test in the past did
not get much more than a reprimand from
the teacher. He said teachers are now
encouraged 10 immediately report students
whenever they have a strong reason 10
believe that the student hns been invol vcd

S

in cheating. ··we ISchool of Busir.ess faculty members) are trying to universalize the
procedure." The suspected student would
then go in front of:ojudiciary committee of
faculty members for a hearing, in accordance with the University Student Code of
Conduct and Judiciaries.
Paschall said the School of Business has
set out to improve the quality of learning
by encournging teachers to make atten•
dance a mandatory pan of the syllabus. In
accordance with ibis procedure, absent and
tardy students who do not have a valid
excuse will be punished with a lower grnde.
''These students are missing out on the
ability to learn from peers who have had
many different experiences and their professors who are experts in their field,"
Paschall said. "Leaming comes from a lot
of different places other than the textbook."
Besides poor attendance and exam cheating, Jacqueline Greene-Deckard. director of
academic services. said there has also been
faculty concerns about students forging

teacher's names when overriding classes.
"Teachers complain that they have too
many students to accommodate in their
classrooms,'' she said. In tum, she said. stu•
dent services would trnck down the student
who forged their teacher's name from the
override slips and that student would be
suspended or expelled.
In an effort to combat the problem, student services has decided to ask the teachers instead of the students to tum in the
override slips to the student services office.
This, Greene-Deckard said, has both helped
to improve the integrity of the system and
alert students of-the severity of forgery. "We
have talented students here," she said. "It's
a shame for them to throw all that away for
nothing:•
According to Paschall, the concern about
academic misconduct has been growing for
a long time and the progress so far has been
steadily increasing. Last year around 10
students were either suspended or expelled
for academic misconduct, he sajd.

I'll Have That
One Please ...

Although senior finance major Yohannes
Mengistab agrees that cheating and forgery
should not be tolerated. he said he does not
see the point in mandated attendance. "That
takes you back into your high school days
when faculty acted like you weren't mature
enough to come to class on your own,'' he
said. "We' re college students and I think
we're disciplined enough to handle it."
Paschall said even though some students
are mature enough to come to class on a
regular basis. there are other students who
believe that if they can get decent grades
without anending. they will.
Faculty members are not the only ones
who are concerned about academic misconduct in the School of Business, PaschaU
said. He said several students have some of
the same concerns towards misconduct as
administration. Paschall pointed out that the
School of Business student counci l and
severai student team leaders have supported the initiative.

Capital Punishment Forum in Blackburn
Amnesty International is hosting a Death Penalty Awareness Forum featuring four capital punishment experts and a live call -in from death row inmate, Kenny Collins. Many
believe Collins is innocent because a key witness confessed to offering false testimony
at his trial.
Panelists include Jonathan Hutto. former HUSA President: Sam Jordan. National Coalition for Justice for Mumia: Tonya McClary, National Campaign to Abolish the Death
Penalty; Mike Stark, Campaign to End the Death Penalty.
The event will be held on Wednesday. February 28. 7:00 p.m. in the Blackburn Center, room 148 & 150. Food and drink will be served.

Bunche Documentary to Air on WHUT-TV
Howard University·s television station WHUT. the nation's only African-American
owned public broadcast station, will broadcast "Ralph Bunche: An American Odyssey"
on Sunday, Feb. 25, at 10 p.m., and again on Saturday. March 3, at 3 p.m.

'Jeopardy' Cl)mes to the Cafe
The Eta Sigma Phi Classical Studies Honor Society and the Howard University
Department of Classics are sponsoring the first annual Battle of the Schools Black History Trivia Competition Monday, Feb. 26, at 5 p.m. in the Blackburn Center Cafeteria.
The contest will pit participants from the various schools of the University in a "Jeopardy"'-type contest.

'Bamboozled' Screening in Cramton
The Undergraduate Srude111 Assembly will present a :;cn:cnini; ofSpike Lee's film "Bont

boozled" in Cramton Auditorium Monday at 6 p.m. The viewing is the first program in
the three-part "Black Face" series. Admission is free.

"School of Engineering should be
first, because the facili ties arc well
below college standards."
- Kash'Ka Fain
Computer Science
Sophomore

"Um ... Cook or the Towers.
Donns arc always first priority.
Students need a good, suitable
place to study after class."
- ljanayah Greenaway
Theater Arts
Junior

Deltas Present Woman to Woman Conference

Photo by Shala Wilson
Students look on as the next contestant graced the runway at
the Phi Sigma Pi date auction in the Blackburn Ballroom
Wednesday.

Over 400 young women from 2 1 schools in the DC metropolitan area came to con•
verse about L.1.F.E. at the 9,h annual Woman to Woman Conference sponsored by the
Ladies of Alpha Chapter. Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.
The conference entitled "Sister's Let's Talk L.l.F.E. (Leaming to Invigorate and Fur•
ther Our Endeavors)" wa~ held in the Armour J. Blackbum Center. L.I.F.E. consisted of
21 workshops including ''Technology Skills'' and "Etiquette Training''.
"We wanted the young ladies to know that by taking hold of their aspirations, they lay
the groundwork for anaining any conceivable goal. We want to challenge them to seize
the unique possibilities given them and encourage others to do the same" said Aisha Caner,
this years chairperson.
The conference Itinerary consisted of opening ceremonies in the Andrew Rankin Chapel
with the opening address by Ms. Ramona Gray (star of the original cast of"Survivor").
After the young ladies attenUed two insightful workshops. they feasted on a luncheon in
the Blackburn Ballroom. While the young ladies fed their bodies. Motivational Speaker Ona Brown fed their minds and their souls with the Keynote address. Ms. Brown
reminded the ladies that their goals were within arms reach if they put their mind to it.
After the Keynote addres,. the girls were presented with gift bags of keepsakes and candy.
When asked what the main goal for the conference was A. Caner said "If the girls didn't
learn anything el;,e, we want them to realize that they are a divine creation unlike any
othe~: and that they should hold themselves in the highest esteem. and accept nothing
less.
- Cmnpllrd from .Huffn'JWJTn

Student Credit Debt on the Rise Survey Reports

"Slowe Hall. That building is
crappy. They need new elevators,
rooms and bathrooms.
It's depressing living in there."
- Robyn Morrow
lntcmational Business
Junior

- Comp;/td by Vin« Smith

get the credit card companies to open up
their data and tell you what people are
By AARON ScHot:NEWOt.F
spending
their money on," Sulli van said.
Daily Texan CU. Texas-Austin)
Little academic research ha.,s been conIn recent years the national media has ducted on the overall spending patterns of
focused on a number of issues related to the college students, Sullivan added.
"Thae are anecdotes out there about stuwell being of America's college students
from designer drug use and binge drinking dents who have horrendous debts for
to sexual behavior and campus safety. But clothes. basically. but they are just anecsome consumer rights advocates claim dote,. that's not really research," she said.
there is another important issue 1ha1 is often "I think it makes a big difference whether
ignored. The problem is student credit card students are paying for things that are readebt and it has the capacity to ruin a young sonably part of their college education or
person's life as completely as any drug if ii is principally pizzas and Nikes."
While some independent surveys conaddiction or alcohol dependency.
The statistics concerning student credit clude student credit debt is a major probcard debt are either staggering or incon- lem both in terms of the number of students
with debt and the amount of money that
clu,i ve, depending upon who one asks.
Teresa Sullivan. vice president and dean they owe other industry-sponsored surveys
of Uni vers11y of Texas graduate studies, reflect different results.
A stuuy of Mudent credit curd debt consa,d more conclusive research is needed on
this subject. "It is difficult to get (student ducted during December 2000 by Nellie
credit debtl information because you've got Mae, a leading national provider of higher
to get either a group of students to sit down education loans, reported college underand do a pretty cureful analysis of every- graduates carried an average credit card balthing on their credit cards or you've got to ance of $2.748, up from an average of

Nina Prikazsky, vice president of operaThe debt balances arc more troublesome tions for Nellie Mae, said her organization
when considering the amount of time it conducted the survey because it was conwould take a borrower 10 pay off such a cerned about the impact of easy credit ca.rd
availability and subsequent indebtedness
debt, the report said.
A student using a card with an 18 percent accumulated by students.
Less stringent underwriting criteria at
annual percentage rate and who makes a
minimum monthly payment of $75 will be major credit card companies. coupled with
paying off that credit card balance of $2,748 the direct solicitation by companies to stuover I5 years paying as much interest on dents on many campuses. has led to overthe balance as he or she originally bor- all easier access to credit cards. Prikazsky
said.
rowed. the report said.
''Students tend to get into trouble very
In addition, nearly one out of JO undergraduates has credit card debt greater than quickly with these credit cards," she said.
''The more
$7,000.
Prikazsky said many undergraduate stuThe report also showed that 78 percent of
undergraduate students have at least one dents. especially incoming freshmen, are
credit card an increase of I I percent from flooded with credit card applications more
1998. Of those who have credit cards, 32 frequently than in the past.
''They're solicited on the campus. they're
percent carry four or more cards, up from
solicited
by direct mail. they're solicited in
27 percent.
According to the report, 95 percent of publications (at book stores). they will
graduate students have credit cards with an apply for credit and their parents won't even
average debt of $4,776. while 6 percent of know that their kids qualify for these
those students have credit debt greater than things," she said.
$15,000.

$ I,879 in 1998.

.-----------------------
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Civil Rights
Activist
Recounts
Crusade for
Voting
Rights

Business Students Taught New Field at Retreat
Supply Chain Management Presents New Options for Some
By Mia Somersall
Hilltop Staff Writer
Ri chard Owens, junior COB IS
major, never knew he would want to
work in the field of supply chain
management. In fact, he didn't even
know what the term meant. That is,
until the annual Dean's team leader
retreat in Baltimore last week featured a Raytheon Company-sponsored day, which included discussions of both supply cha in
management and negotiations.
Raytheon, maker of defense electronics is a new sponsor of the School

By Maya R.Cadwell
Hi lltop Staff Writer
Civil rights leader and humanitarian Amelia Plans Boynton Robinson
stressed the importance of voting
and political power as she spoke to
a group of students about her many
experiences as an activist Wednesday in the Blackbum Forum.
Robinson, who was the keynote
speaker at the NAACP's ··voice of
America" program, has a lengthy
history of political activism. She
said her struggle began as a little
girl in 1920. Robinson, now 90,
accompanied her mother on horse
and buggy during door-to-door crusades registering women to vote.
Robinson guided students through
herjourney in the segregated South.
A native of Savannah, GA, Robinson relocated to Selma, AL, during
the mid 1930s to help sharecroppers
achieve financial independence and
gain the right to vote. Robinson 's
steadfast desire to stand up for her
beliefs became evident as soon as
she stepped on the train going from
Phildelphia to Selma. When the
train stopped over in the District, all
passengers were instructed to exit
the train. The black passengers were
to move to the uncomfortable and
noisy seats near the engine. while
the white passengers settled into
comfortable seats. However, when
the conductor instructed Robinson
to move, she refused.
She and her four-year- old son
remained in their seats in spite of the
urgings of the porter and others.
The standoff concluded with Robinson retaining her seat as she and her
son rode in solitude for the remainder of the journey. The incident

•• .
Photo by Sh.Ila Wilsoo
Cn'II n~bts leader ond humanitarian Amelia PJntb fk>)nton Robrnson stressed
the importance of ,·oting and polilical poucr U-!,, ,;he bfH}ke too group of students
about her many e.xperiences as an ncth'iSt \ Vedncsda> in Che Hlackbum Forum.

would not be the first time Robinson
took a stand for her beliefs.
Robinson said individuals should
not hesitate to light for themselves.
"When you are right. stand up for
what you feel," she said. Robinson
recalled the conditions which the
sharecroppers in Selma endured.
She said she saw women nursing
babies on curbsides in the rain
because segregation would not permit them to seek refuge in most
businesses.
Without the right to vote, Robinson said, blacks would be able to do
nothing abou1 their situations.
The first Voti ng-rights march
Robinson helped organize began at
the foot of the Selma Bridge. In
1965, aboul 700 supporters gathered with the intent of crossing the
brid ge and marchi ng 10 Mont gomery. However. 1he march did
not occ ur because Se lma law
enforcement officials began to
spray protcstors with tear gas and
violence broke out. Robinson was
severely beaten during the protest.
barely surviving as she was left for
dead by her attackers.
Now known as Bloody Sunday
due to the amount of lost lives. the
afternoon mobilized many ralliers to
attend another march the following
week. Several 1housand protestors

were prescnl as 1hcy marched under
the direction of leaders such as Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr., who Robinson invited to the march.
The final phase of the march began
two weeks later. as 50.000 support•
crs continued the march to Montgomery. she said. The fifty-mile
journey was completed in live days.
and was the direct catalyst of the
signing of the Voting Rights Act of
I965. Signed by President Lyndon
Johnson, the measure extended voting rights to all legal citizens over
the age of eighteen, without regard
to race. religion. sex, or creed.
··When people can't vote it is easy
to keep them down:· Robinson said.
··The Voting Rights Act was the
ticket to letting the world know we
are citizens.n
Robinson contends that voting
rights forn1 the center of humanity.
·· A votclcss people is a hopeless
people;· she said. ··we learn to vote
so that we may strive for equality.'·
Robinson is currently a member of
The Schiller Institute. an international organization which advocates
human rights and lights for issues
such as general welfare and cultural advancement. She sa,d she travels the world with Institute groups.
describing her experiences as a civiI
rights leader.

of Business' 21" Century Advantage
Program al the undergraduate level. It
sponsored the retreat in the hope of
developing a professional relationship
with students at the undergraduate level
and of getting them involved in Supply Chain Management.
Shelley Stewart, Jr., vice president of
Supply Chain began the discussion
with an introduction of supply chain
management. In the field of supply
chain management, the company
seeks to purchase materials from suppliers at the lowest possible cost while
still keeping a strong relationship with
them. Working wi thi n the field
requires a great deal of proposal solicitation and negotiation transactions.

Due to the extensive use of negotiation skills, the company spent the
majority of the time speaking on this
issue. Arnold L<,vering, a consultant
of the supply chain, led the lee1ure and
discussions on negotiation.
In order to practice successful negotiations, "you must first figure out what
the unspoken needs of the other party
are," said Lovering. He said that there
are both physical needs (money, product) and there are intangible needs
(customer loyalty, reliability. etc.). The
job oflhe negoriator is to create a balance in which both panics are fairly
happy witlt the exchange.
Scattered laughter filled the room
when Lovering pulled a hammer out
of a bag to illustrate his point. He said
that there are three types of negotiati ons . The hammer represen ted
power-based negotiation in which
the theory is that it is cutthroat and
impersonal. Lovering pulled out a
frisbee and the group tossed it around
the room several times prior 10 the
consultant discussing its significance
with the second form of negotiation:
joint problem solving. Joint problem
solving is always fair and there is no
distinct winner or loser, he said. And.
Lovering's own creation ofa plastic
ear mounted on the back of a mirror
symbolized the third form ofnegoti-

ation: creative learning. Creative
learning is a form of negotiation in
which both parties go through selfreflection while also listening to the
other party. He said that. while there
arc clear differences among the three,
there is no ultimate or end-all right
way to go.
Upon supplying the students with
the basics of negotiation, Raytheon
employed a tactics workshop in
which the students were asked to
countermeasure popular tactics in
negotiation. If the other party used
terms like "All I have is..." or "All I
can sell it for is..." one of the counters would be to tell the other side to
take it or leave it. "'No matter what
tactic they use, there is always a
countermeasure," emphasized
Lovering.
Raytheon Day marked the end of
the student leader retreat. It followed
a weekend of discussions between
the student leaders and the Dean of
the School of Business about
improvements to the quality of academics within the school. The interaction ended in the creation of several student-based focus groups that
were tapped to spearhead the initiatives. The retreat also featured a presentation by the Unisys Company on
the future of e-commerce.

Speak Out Produces Heated Debate
From Elecr, Al
Unde,grad Trustee candidate Breana C. Smith commented that she is
an advocate of intertwining both athletics and academics. She said she is
also in favor of improving the University·s athletic facilities. Speaking
as a former athlete. HUSA Vice President candidate Alex Dixon shared
the same sentiments.
"'Athletics can definitely can play
a role in the overall thrust of Howard
University:· said Dixon.
Many students have also voiced
concern over the existing contract
between Howard and food service
provider.
Sodexho-Marriott.
Although this has been a hot topic
with students, General Elections
Chairwoman Tori Mason abruptly
ended the arguments by informing
both the candidates and student body

that the contract has recently been
renewed for another five years. Many
students were appalled.
This Speak Out also marked the
first time that candidates were
allowed to ask questions of one
another. The first question came from
presidential candidate Stefan ie
Brown. Brown posed a critical question to all of her fellow candidates:
'"How did you develop your platform and whom did you have in
mindT Each candidate had very different responses.
··we talked to students and got
their concerns. Leaders are used to
bring attention to ideas that students
may not have time 10:· said HUSA
candidate Brittney Cooper.
HUSA candidate Derek Rodgers
added ...Someone needs to oversee
those who are paid and make sure

that they are doing their job. We also
need to create a stronger bond with
all students."'
Ye~ students such as XavierCarter
a freshman accounting major said
they feel that certain candidates may
not be able to completely represent
student interests without '"giving in"'
to the University administration.
··How can they represent me as a
student when they are concerned
with what the administration saysr
Carter asked.
Many students asked the candidates what set them apart as the best
candidate for their position.
Cooper replied. ··1 approach leadership in an infonned manner. I don·t
fly off of the handle:·
Brown cited her previous experiences such as service as president of
See Debare, A7

Arts & Sciences·Student Council

Arts & Sciences Student Council
2001 Election Candidates

General
Elections
Take a Leadership Role in your school

Executive President
Enobong (Anna) Alexander
Louisa Gaiter
Executive Vice President
Jaha Howard
Ashanti Woods
Executive Treasurer
Veronique Bailey
Kawanna King
Orriel Richardson
Executive Secretary
Deirdre Shelton
UGSA Representative
Shomari Brooks
LaPrecious Harrold
Duval (Trey) Miller
Cameron Trimble
Tiega Varlack
Brian Woodward

Speakout:
Thursday, March 1, 2001
7:00 pm
Hilltop Lounge

Senior Class President
Gabrielle Charles
(For the positions that no candidate is represented, elections will be held again in
the fall.)
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Students Learn of Space Study

Bv K ELLEY CHATMAN
Hilltop Staff Wri1er

PllOCo by Sl.ila Wilson

Bohemian Caverns:
Past and Present
By AURIA H AIRSTON
Hilltop S1affWriler

..
•
•

Venturing down U Street. onlHnight 1101 take full notice of The Bohemian Cavern, a
historical landmark at 220 I 11 Street.
The Bohemian Cnvem may appear to be 'just another restaurant'', but in addition to
being a place 10 enjoy fine American cuisine. it was also 1hc most popular spot to hear
live jazz ensembles during the height of the Ja,z cm in the late I940's. Many famous
jazz artists perfonned on the Ca,-cm·s stage and Miles Davis. actuall>• recorded an
album in die nightclub. Other notable Bohemian Cwem pcrfonners were Duke
Ellington and the Ramsey Lewis Trio, who won a Grammy for "Best lnsnumental
Recording" with their song the "In Crowd". which was pcrfom1ed in the Cwcm.
In addition to the well-known jazz pcrfonners, many up-and~ming ama1eurs \\'Cre
given the opponuniiy to heat up 1he stuge in the Cavern.<.
The owner ofThe Bohemian Caverns, Angelo Alvino named it such because ofi1's
unique interior a1mosphere of stalagmites tha1 were crafted along the ceiling and the
walls of the nigJ11club. To many. The Bohemian Cavern was known a.< the "Crystal
Cavcms" or simply ''111e Cave". before it was burned to the ground in 1968.
Now. 1l1e Bohemian Cavern is more than just a nigh1club, it has become a fourIe,•el masterpiece. With the addition ofa dim-Iii, sophisticated rcstauront, 1his building
has a modem touch that blends in with the crafted cavcm located on the bascmenl
level of the csmblishment.
"II 100k d1rec and a half years for us to figw-e oul what the old cavern looked like,"
said Kia Afshar. the new owner of the rc,,1auront. "We had to talk to old employees
and gc1pictures of the old cavern in order to replicate it.'" Afshar has achic,cd her
goal of recreating the Cavems· fancy. dreamlike environment.
Following its grand opening this p.,s1 July. The Bohemian Caverns has attracted
many diverse crowds. Kevin Young. a Howard University srudent and waiter at The
Bohemian Cavems. said. '\vc appeal to profcs.5ional businesspeople, entrepreneurs,
and a few Howard student5 came in here on Valentine's Day." Many of the regulars
include the Washington Wizanls players and cheerleaders.
Bohemian Cavems patrons believe it is definitely a fine place 10 wine. dine. and
groove to the laid-back jazz music. "I love the ambiance here," said Young. ··1 believe
that anyone who loves a sophisticated aimosphcre and fine jazz music would definitely have a great time here."

As Howard University students attended their
physics classes last Monday, they studied some
of the same principles NASA and Boeing scientists used to land the first space probe on an
asteroid.
Buill and managed by The Johns Hopkins
University Applied Physics Laboratory,
NEAR-Shoemaker was the first spacecraft
launched in NASA's Discovery Program of
low-cost, small-scale planetary missions. The
exploration and study of the asteroid Eros cost
less than 224 million dollars
The NEAR-Shoemaker space probe was sent
into outer spac-e to investigate and explore
Eros, an asteroid 196 million miles away from
earth. It made an unanticipated smooth landing
on the 21-mile-long asteroid notwithstanding
scientists' expectations that it would crash and
lose communication with earth after impact.
Physics major, Carlene Goodlow, was just as
unaware and apathetic about this asteroid study
as many non-physics majors at Howard University.
"If the event isn't taking place on earth or it
doesn't concern our daily lives then wejus1 do

not care about that panicular event whether it
is a historical one or not," said Goodlow.
Until recently, scientists and astronomers
neglected asteroids. In fact, they were thought
to be the "vennin of the skies". Astero\ds were
given such an unfavorable attribule because
when trying to caplure an image of the stars,
much closer asteroids, moving during the exposure. would make streaks in the photo.
During the I970s. some astronomers began to
study a.5teroids to see if they could tell us anything about the evolu1ion of our solar system.
II was then reaJized that many of the me1eorites
that constantly struck eanh were pieces of rock
that were knocked off of asteroids and then
found their way to the earth's atmosphere.
Scientis1s became interested in the type of
impact these meteors could cause if larger
pieces were to fall toward canh. This resul1ed
in more serious studies of asteroids and thus.
more money being invested.
Like scientists, many people become interested in asteroids only after realizing that they
could be a possible threat to the stability of the
earth. "Unless an asteroid is plunging down to
earth and we are going to experience an
"Armageddon" or "Deep Impact" then it really is no concern of ours." said Goodlow. '

Beth Chapman, an engineer at Boeing in Los
Angeles is also concerned wi1h the possibility
and result of a large portion of an asteroid ever
striking the earth. "If we can gel a better understanding of the asteroids and the material that
they are r.1ade up of, then we can try to predict
what may happen if that material were 10 hit
earth and we can know what to do to prevent
a negative result from the impact," Chapman
said.
Many people feel that if 1here was a meteor
threat that the meteor could be blown up the
way such an event is deal! with in Hollywood
movies.
Kevin Housen. an associate technician at
Boeing in Seattle. Washington confirmed that
as1eroids could be blown up, but with unfavorable consequences. "Yes, it is possible 10
destroy a me1eor, but that really depends on
how much advanced warning you have and
generally destroying an as1croid would be a bad
idea," said Housen. 'The most likely result
would end up creating multiple fragments that
you would have to deal with," he said.
According to scientists, the study of Eros is
not in vain. !1 will help 10 prevent dangerous
threats to earth and help mankind understand
and appreciate our uni verse more.
'

Pandas Continue to Make the News
By DANA GRISBY
Hilltop Staff Writer
Though the weather was cold. the Smi1hsonian National Zoo bad many visitors this past
weekend. The exhibit 1ha1 attracted the most
visi1ors was, withoul a doubt, the giant panda
exhibit.
Giant Panda's, Mei Xiang and Tian Tian.
arrived at the zoo this past December. Now,
having been at the Zoo for more than two
months. the pandas are reponedas having no
problems. John Keister. a volunteer with 1he
pandas. said, "The pandas are doing well, they
just took their physicals and that went very well
too."

According to Keister, the pandas are eating
properly. They eat 40 pounds of food per day.

which is nonnal for a panda. Compared to the
human diet, which averages about 5 pounds of
food per day, fulfilling the dietary needs of a
Giant Panda is a task within itself. Food is given
to the pandas in new and diverse ways. Their
food might be given to them in a box filled with
hay or in bags. Zookeepers do this to make the
panda's lives less routine.
Since the Zoo is the world leader in breeding endangered species. Mei Xiang and Tian
Tian are expected 10 reproduce. The new pandas are a part of 1he breeding program that
matches potential giant panda parents in order
to keep the panda population healthy in the
fu1ure. At the ages of two and three respectively. they are in the pre-reproductive stage
right now. Ace-Ording to Keister. at age 4 the
pandas are considered to be full-grown and

between the ages of 4-6 pandas are reproductively ac1ive.
The panda's ar-e not 1oge1her all of the time.
They are together during the day and separated at night. This measure ensures that separation, which may occur during the instance that
one panda might have an overnight stay at the
doc1or, will not pose a severe problem for
either panda.
Zoogoers continue to flock to 1he panda
exhibit and are pleased with the two pandas.
Some visit the zoo with the sole puxpose of seeing the Giant Pandas. Kim Theuner. a visitor
a1 the Zoo. said, "I feel the panda's are a good
addition to the Zoo." Tammy Marsden felt that
the pands are a popular attraction for most ..
"'The new pandas are so cute. they are the only
animals my kids wanted to see."
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No question. IRS e-fl/e Is
the time-shaving way to

shortest
distance between
you and your
refund

get your lox refund back
In less than half the
usual time.
Speediest of all, specify
Direct Deposit to your
bank account, ond you
could get the money in
os little as ten days.
Forty million people
will use IRS e-flle to Ille
thelr taxes this yeor. It's
lost, easy, secure.
And so accurate, there
are fewer time-wasting

.

HILLTOP
STUDENT
NEWSPAPER
POSITIONS AVAILABLE
APPLICATIONS ARE NOW AVAILABLE IN THE
OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES,
BLACKBURN UNIVERSITY CENTER,
ROOM 117

mistakes to coned.
Now you can also sign

FOR

your retum eledronlcolly.
You cone-file federal
and state taxes with one
clld(, to huny along your
stole refund too.

2001-02 HILLTOP EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
AND
BUSINESS MANAGER

If you owe loxes. you
have several options for
paying eledronlcally.

APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE TODAY THRU
FEBRUARY 28, 2001

Ask your lox preparer
to e-flle your return for
you. Or do II on your own
computer.

DEADLINE FOR APPLICATION IS
FEBRUARY 28, 2001 AT 5:00 P.M.
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If it's Tu esd ay...
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Check out the latest in Fine Art s
and exhibits. Read the Engage'
section every Tuesday in The
Hilltop.
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Health

Vegging Out
How Black
Can You Be?
By MlCllAEl, W 1N~' l£ l.D
y problem with Black His1ory Month
is no1 1ha1 i1 is a mon1h. It is no1 tha1
ii involves Hislory, with a capital 'h'.
I don "t have a problem wi1h people who ·reclaim
their roots' or who ·celebrale their Blackness·
wi1h speciru rags and special oils. I don't mind the
smelly vendors who sell 1he special rags and special oils. But I do mind 1hat Black History Month
is so concenmued on Blackness, and not history.
The history of Black people in the country is
importan1. It deserves to be learned, 10 be mught,
10 be respec1ed, as our con1ribu1ions must be. evidenced by the cars 1hat hall al 1raffic ligh1s and
food tha1 is haired from rolling in refrigera1ors.
Bui Black His1ory Mon1h oflcn circles around
some1hing more amorphous 1han His1ory, which
isquile simple: an accumula1ion ofmaierial faCIS,
or a procession of ideas manifes1ed 1hrough culture. Black History Mon1h often circles around
the ugly concepl of Consciousness. which is a
Black way of signifying. "I have nolhing of in1elleciual worth to say."
Black His1ory Monlh should no1 be a podium
for racc-bai1ers who have nolhing positive to say.
II should not be a soapbox forconcilia1ory Blackfolk who wanl us all to dance in Coca-Cola circles wi1h white girls and boys and kiss 1hem while
singing "Kumbaya, My Lord .. ." It should 001 be
divisive, and i1 should 001 be angry or embinered,
it should be about educniion. Black History
Mon1h should not be a celebration of any kind;
i1 should be a 1imc 10 focus in on Black His1ory,
namely. the unspoken or oft forgonen achievements of Black people 10 this great country.
Tell us about 1he black invenior who helped
design 1he structure of plastic, not the peanut man
we are sick of hearing about. Tell u, about people other than Martin and Malcolm. Rescue my
neighbors who 1hink 1ha1 Tupac and Biggie are
revolmionary leaders of 1he Black community.
Please help 1hese people who think Chris Rock
has any1hing to say that is 1101 self-hating and
insignificant. Black His1ory should no1 promole
lifestyle, sanc1ion behavior. or elici1 money. We
have all year for posi1ive accomplishments; Black
His1ory Month should be a time 10 re0ec1 on those
of the past. What 1ha1 means is 1hat Black His10ry Month has nothing 10 do wi1h copping an auitude, 1wisting your hair, and wearing oddly pal•
terned clo1hing 1ha1 Africans who consider
lhemselves s1ylish would never be caught wearing, on penally of s1oning. It is a time 10 get n
book. II is 001 time to gel sour-faced and poinl ou1
in public people you think are "los1."
Sadly, I am nol making these 1hings up.
Pan of the 1ragedy of Black His1ory Monlh is
1ha1 i1s focus is on the cullure of Blackfolk. Cul1ure should be studied by anthropologists, by
sociologists, by ethnomusicologis1s. Great. Culture should be amplified in music, idealiied by
)j1erature, and so on. Great. Bui hisrory is the
providence of his1orians. and history is the rela1ion of material fac1s in con1ext to 1imeand place.
Black His1ory Month, sorry for being a stickler
here. should 001 be about lhe orthopraxis or
orthodoxy of Black cullure, but about our his10ry. No1 our"collecrive his1ory", whatever 1he hell
that means, no1 our "consciousness" - uh, whatever - bul the ma1erial fac1s of our existence and
the staggering importance of our presence here
on this continent and in 1his country. It is no1 about
the singularily of Blackness, i1 is not abou1 us by
ourselves, it is abou1 the in1egration of Black history into the grea1er pic1ure of the history of the
Uniles States. It is designed to provoke Black and
White kids alike to reevalua1e what I 874 was
really like, and by extension, what 2001 is real•
ly like. Where do we really live? How does the
world really work? What is lhe s1ructure of our
socie1y? Who are we? It is a time of questions.
no1 of answers.
II is a time of statistics. frankly, of very boring
things. It is a rime lo purchase an Encyclopedia
Africana. II is a time 10 see an African film. It's
a time to ge1 very, very boring,jusl as Black people have always been. II isn't exciling, it isn'1 revolutionary, it's very. very s1a1us quo-in fact, it's
discovering the Black s1a1us quo that has always
been, the way we live and the 1hings 1hat we do
tha1 allows us 10 call ourselves a people. It has
nothing to do wi1h rags and oils, and if thal' s who
you are- a collection of rags and oils - 1'd argue
that you are the furthesl thing from Black you can
possibly be.
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Michael \Vi11jield is a writerfor The Hilltop. He
ca11 be reached at 1hehi//1op@J,otmail.co111.
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Why Howard Students Are Choosing to Go Green V½th Every Meal
By J ACQUELYN N. HICKS
Hi Ihop S1aff Wri1er
Go ahead, bite in10 tha1 juicy Big Mac. Let the smell lure
you inlo this sinful delight. Ler the savory Ouids of 1he
meat, leak and provide a tantalizing sensation for your taste
buds. Throw away the doubt of possible bad health and
welcome 1he exotic 1as1e of swine. Who can resist these
places that draw us to them wi1h 1he aroma. lbe aroma of
sweet meat. It tastes good going down and ifs very convenienl to eat but whal aboul alternatives?
Vegetarianism has been defined as any and al l diels
excluding all or some animal products. However !here arc
many varia1ions of 1his diet
I. Vegan- One consuming fad die1 excluding all animal
produc1s, eating only foods of plant origin.

2.Lacto-vcge1arian- One who eats planl foods plus some
or all-dairy produc1s.
3.Lac10-ovovegetarian- One who consumes plant foods,
milk. dairy producls and eggs.
4.Semi or Partial Vegetarian- One who limits 1heir use of
animal produc1s and consider themselves vegetarian.
Some may exclude red meal only and ea1 chicken or
fish. There are many variations.
Many people adop1 this lifestyle, or wha1 some call their
"culture" for a variety of reasons including religious/spiri1ual, political. economical, or physiological. Whatever lhe
reason is. it's a growing trend 1ha1 has transcended all societies. The American Diabe1ic Association says 1hat a properly construc1cd vegetarian die1 may not only be heahhy.
bu1 it could cons1i1u1e a longer life as well.
This allernative lifes1yle tha1 some of us label as a fad is
rapidly sweeping 1he na1ion and has become more and
more no1iceable on 1he college scene.
Sophomore Broadcas1 Journalism Major. Taryn Jackson,
describe..~ her diet as "a way of life." When asked wha1
promp1ed lhis change in eating habi1s she responded. "It's
some1hing I heard abou1 au the time and the more people
I mcl, 1hc more vegetarians I came across. So it kind of
started out like an cxperimcn1 to see how Jong I could
hang. The more time wenl by 1he easier it wa, 10 forge1
that I wasn'I even ea1ing mear."
One might wonder wha1 the benefi1s of being a vegetarian
are. A mea1less life may no1 necessarily discon1inue any

presen1 ailments bu1
a vege1arian die1 low
in fo1. cholesterol,
and calories can help
10 reduce you blood
choleslerol level,
and your chances of
developing hean
disease all at 1he
same time. This new
lifes1yle can also
help you shed and
keep the pounds off
while decreasing
your chances for
diabetes and high
b I o o d
pressure. There are
many
differenl compounds tha1 have
been researched and
linked to lhe prevention of cancers and
other diseases.
It is 1rue. 1hough.
1hat limiting your
meat supply can lead
10 01hcr complica•

Pho<o by Shala \\'il<on

tions. The greatest of The \~,ui:m Hr~t)le is a popular choice for man,

1hese deficiencies is
lack ofvi1amin B-12. It's 1he grea1c,1 and most common
because it "nalurally" occurs only in animal producls. This
type of deficiency can lead 10 problems such as anemia.
increased homocysteine levels and increased risk ofhean
disease.
So. remember if this is 1hc die1 you choose. be ,ure to
contact a nu1ri1ional consullant and begin muhi-vitamin
supplemenis because your main goal should be health.
The following can serve as a guide:
I. Sulforaphane • Found in broccoli. ha, a role in neu1rnliLing enzyme, 1ha1 may 1rigger cancer.
2. Glucobrassicin · Occurs naturally in all cruciferou, veg•
etables (cabbage. broccoli.
cauli0ower. brusseh sprouts. Swiss chard. and kale.
3. Bela-carotene· Found in omnge and green vegetables.
is an anlioxidant 1hat has been shown to reduce the risk

Uo,\llrd :i,tudtnb.

of cancer and hardening of 1he arterie, and can help discourage ca1arac1s.
4. O1hercaro1enoids • Found in dark green. le.1fy vege1able
have been associa1ed wi1h a decrea..ed risk of age-rela1ed
macular degenera1ion (blindness being 1he mo>! common).
5. Potassium• Has been linked 10 reduce risk of high blood
pressure and ,1roke. Bananas. spinach, and potatoes are
excellent sources of potassium. Beans. grapefruit, peppers.
,quash. grapes. and apples also contain significant supplies.
6. Phytate and pro1ease inhibi1ors- Bolh have thought 10
have a role in cancer prevention
are found in bean,. Beans are also an excellent source of
fiber. and a high-fiber is a,,ocia1ed with low choleMerol
levels and a reduced risk of colon cancer.
7. Allicin. Is one of several ingredients in garlic and onions
that seem 10 prolect again,1 heart disease by lowering blood
pressure and discouraging blood clots.

Keeping You So Fresh & So Clean for Spring
B)'. Nico~; CoU,MAN

Hilltop Staff Wrircr
Even lhouwi ii may not look and feel like spring yet, it is on
its way and !here is no bener way to prepare for the warmer
weather lh.'11110 make sure your feel and fingernails are in check.
A pedicure or manicure can be a relaxing nod s1ress-relieving 1rea1 for women and men. Basic manicures or pedicures
should be done once a week. Every 2-4 weeks it is a good idea
10 seek the services ofa professional. The average college student cannot afford the nail main1enancc of a professional, so
home treatment is ideal. Here are some easy ,1eps to a good
al home pedicure for S.'l!ldal friendly feet:
I. Stan by removing dirt. oil, nod old polish from your nails
wilh a non-ace1one nail polish remover. Acetone 1s a har,,h
chemical, which can make the nails brinle and weak, so when
purcha.sing a nail polish remover. remember 10 check the labels
for " non-ace1one formula.
2. Using toenail clippers cul your nails straigh1 ac~s leaving a short edge of white. (Many ladies prefer long nails. which
is ok as long as they are not scraping your shoes. Face i1. its
nol cu1e.)
3. Round and smoo1h lhe edges witl1 an emery board. Contour tl\C board slightly undemenlh the nails to shape them in10
slightly rounded squares or to your desired shape.
4. Soak your feel in warm waler for fifteen minules 10 soften the skin.
5. Buff away 1ough, dry skin using a pumice s1one, working it in a circular motion. Add a foo1 cream or l0tion to soften the skin.
6. Slather your 1oes and nails with lotion and then, if necessary, using a s1ick from a pedicure SCI, gently push back cuticles along the base and sides. This aids in the growth of the
nail. bul can be damaging if done 10 of1en.
7. Rinse lotion from your 1oes nod pat dry.
8. Separa1c toes with foam separators. Now apply a clear

lFromHandsToToesl
nail polish. There i~
no reason

10

waste

money on several
differen1 kinds of
clear polishes such
a~ ridge filler. base
coat. lop coa1. or
n:iil s1reng1hcncr.
They all do abou1
1hc same job. After
1he clear polish
dries. n1;1ply a color
of choice if you
wish. Lei dry. You
may then reapplY.
1he clear polish as a 1op coat This will help strengthen 1he nrul
nod preveni chipping of the polish.
9. Allow poJLqi 10 cby foraborn fifteen mintffesoruntil t~1rdened.
~ basic steps can be followed 10 give yourself a manicure as well, wilh the exception of the pumice s1one ,1ep. If
your hands areex1remelydry and flnky, then use a gem le facial
exfoliating scrub 10 remove excc.s ,kin from your hands.
There are several producls available 10 create the a1 home
"spa" treatment which range in price from expensive to cheap.
A 0oral fool soak, frui1y hand and foot cream. and a perfect
pastel nail color are grea1 steps 1owards feet and nails rhat are
ready for Sprini..
When choosing a nail color, rememberto lhink Spring. Any
colors ranging in light shades of pink. melon, pas1cls or the tmdi1ional French manicure arc perfecl. Even a light shade of

!,]iimcry gold or silver is ol, bu1 leave the deep reds, plums.
and he:ivy melallic colors for the fall and winter.
Here are some cool products to buy:
Lucky Chick Sole Sum ,or Box from Sephom. Include,
frngran1 foot soak. scrub. lotion. mi,1. pumice Mone. and file
for $30.
Barielle N:iil Strengthener Cream from Sephora. Rich in
Vi1anun E. Preven1s nails from chipping and peeling. Shields
nails from 'enemies" like detergent, and 100 much waterexpo>ure. Great for roe ,tnd fin,emaih.$9
Peppennint Foot Spmy from Balh & Body Works. Cooling
spray for tired. ho1 feet. Peppcrmim soothes nod refre,,he,,. $6.
*Hemp Hand Pro1ec1orfrom Body Shop. Heavy-duiy trea1men1 for extremely dry hands nod feet. Seals in moi,mre. $10
To keep hcaltlty great looking nails remember to:
I.Trim nails regularly.just like you would your hair 10 keep
ii he-.ilthy.
2. Never file 1oodeep imo 1he comers of the nail. Filing lhe
comers weakens the nail.
3. Apply a clearcoot of nail polish regularly to keepyour nails
proiecied rrom tlie elcnienis. However. i1 is a good idea to let
your n.uls be free of polish for ;u leas! one week in a monlh.
4. Don't k~ep nail\ soaked in water for Joni period, of time.
5. Make ii a habit to moisnuiu your cuucles every nigh1
before bed.
6. Don't bi1e your nails!
7. Your nails are no1 hardware 1ools. so don'I use them for
opening jars. picking a1 l'llOtS. or scr.iping surfaces.
8. Wear rubber gloves when doing household work. especially work thm involves using detcrgen1s. Proper hygiene
should bean import.'1111 factor all ye.1rround. bu1 w:umerwealhcr means ,ancl'lls, so do yourself and 01hers :, favor nod 1nke
care of your feet and nails.

IWinterizing Your Skin I
B~ ADRIA HA1RSroN

Hilllop Staff Weiler
Once again wimeris here. and along wilh lhehar.;h, cold wind
comes skin problems. 1be temperature dips, sucking our the
moisrure from the air and your skin, and before you know it .
you are suffering from a case of dry skin. So. 1he question on
everyone·s minds is wha1 can be done 10 prevem dry Oal..-y skin
in the ,vinter. wilhom paying a fortune.
Dry skin i1ches and looks white and 0aky. Wimcrizing your
skin can be easy, bu1 some find i1 difficult. Some seek medical advice for what is actually a pre11y simple problem to fix.
Many of us spend a fortune on the mos1expensive products
on store shelves. The cosmetic companies are quick 1ocash in
on the dem.'l!ld crea1ed by consumer ignorance. In reali1y. one
does t have 10 spend money in order 10 keep the skin moisrurized.

It is fundamental
10 remember 1ha1
dry skin is merely
lhe loss ofoil; therefore, you only need
10 replace !hose oils.
One way to do so is
to use pure olive oil.
If you lhink that
olive o il is 100
messy, i1 is jusl as
cost-efficien1 10 use
petroleum jelly (a s,ru~J amount) 10 add oil 10 dry >kin.
Many of us use a lot of different lotions and find ourselves
spending money on expensive brand names, bu1 you can lake
some of the items you already have in your donn room 10 mnke
lo1ion. Erin Carrier, a sophomore sugges1s thai," mixing a tea-

--- ..··---

spoon of honey and vege1able oil wilh one fourth 1easpoo11 of
lemon juice makes a nice lotion for your face,"
On the other hand, some may be suffering from oily skin.
Many products people use for oily skin have been harsh,
because they are usually moreappropriaie for controlling acne
and blemishes. Oiauncie Burton. sophomorejoumalism major
uses Neuirogena facial wash. "I have been an avid userofNeulrOgena's oil-free skin cleanser. This product is a non-foaming
facial wash Ihm specializes in removing most of your skin's
oil, 1herefore ii does not cause your skin 10 burn or peel like i1
would do wilh 01her har<:h face washes," said Burton. Neutrogena's face wash is also cos1-friendly and usually runs a1
$5.99 per boltle.
Whether your skin is oily or dry, you can res1-assure 1hat you
will be ready 10 •face• whatever old man winier has prepared
for you. Just remember lhai whaiever your skin ,iiuation is.
fixing it won't cos1 you an arm or a leg.
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STRIKE ZONE
The Lady Bison pounded the BethuneCookman Lady Wildcats on Monday.

See Page A7

BISON ROUNDUP
A LOOK AT THE TOPSPORTS Ne.WS & EVENTS AT HOWARD AND THE WORLD

MEAC BASKETBALL STANDINGS
Women's Basketball
CONFERENCE
OVERALL
W-L ~ fE fA fil fil PF
13-2 .867 93.7 73.2 16-8 .667 82.6
Howard Univ
12-3 .800 72.4 67.7 16-7 .696 70.5
S.C. State
10-6 .625 71.6 70.5 14-10 .583 68.5
Florida A&M
Delaware State 10-6 .625 66.4 64.6 12-13 .480 59.2
9.7 .563 71 .6 71 .2 9-15 .375 67.5
Morgan State
8-7 .533 75.1 68.5 10-14 .417 75.3
Hampton Univ
7-8 .467 67.2 69.2 11-13 .458 65.6
Norfolk State
6-10 .375 67.6 72.3 9-15 .375 68.3
sec
6-10 .375 68.7 73.1 8-16 333 65.3
Coppin State
3-12 .200 53.7 65.8 5-19 .208 54.7
UMES
N.C. A&T State 1-14 .067 65.4 76.9 3-21 .125 63.2

fA
76.3
67.0
68.9
65.1
72.7
72.2
68.4
73.1
73.8
67.8
76.3

Men's Basketball
CONFERENCE
OVERALL
S.C. State
Hampton Univ
Norfolk State
Delaware State
UMES
N.C. A&T State
Coppin State
Howard Univ

sec
Florida A&M
Morgan State

~
13-2
12-3
9-6
9-7
8-7
7.7
8-8
7-8
4-12
4-12
3-12

~ fE
71.8
78.9
74.5
65.4
67.9
69.3
66.4
69.5
59.2
65.9
68.7

.867
.800
.600
.563
.533
.500
.500
.467
.250
.250
.200

fA

64.1
69.5
72.3
65.1
70.1
67.3
63.7
71.7
65.3
74.4
73.3

fil
16-10
19-5
9-15
10-14
10-14
10-13
10-14
9-15
7-17
6-19
4-19

fil ff.
.615
.792
.375
.417
.417
.435
.417
.375
.292
.240
.174

66.5
77.4
72.7
63.0
65.2
67.0
63.1
69.8
62.1
66.8
67.6

fA

65.5
70.0
78.6
68.3
74.6
70.7
68.2
79.6
68.1
80.1
75.8

SPORTS BRIEFS
BOWE LOCKED DOWN
Riddick Bowe, former undisputed heavyweight champion of the wortd,
was listed as a jail inmate on the web site of Nassau County, N.Y.'s
police department following what police said was a fight with his wife
at their Long Island home. Officers arrived at the home and found his
wife injured after the boxer allegedly dragged her, leaving her with cuts
on her knees and elbows.
After initially being ~arged witti kidnapping, Bowe pleaded guilty lo
a federal interstate domestic violence charge as part of a plea bargain. A federal judge in Charlotte senlenced Bowe to 30 days, citing
the boxer's head injuries during his years in the ring as the reason for
leniency.
In his prime, Bowe was a 6-foot-5, 235-pound heavyweight who won
his first 31 fights, all but two by knockout, to earn a title shot against
Evander Holyfield.

LIGHT THE FIRE WITHIN
The Olympic Torch Relay is becoming a pairs event. Echoing the 2002
Winter Games theme of light the Fire Within, t0<chbearers will selected on the basis of how they have inspired others to greatness. In a
unique twist. both the torchbearer and the person who nominated them
will partic,pate in the relay.
Milt Romney, president and CEO of the Sall Lake Organizing Committee, introduced the new torch Wednesday in a ceremony on the
steps of the U.S. Capitol.
The Olympic flame will come from Olympia, Greece, to Atlanta for the
start of the 46-state relay. For the first time ever, the torch wilt pass
through Alaska. About 11 ,500 torchbearers will take part. The relay
begins Dec. 4, 2001 in Atlanta and the torch will arrive in Salt Lake
City around Feb.4.2002.

DONT HATE THE PLAYER, HATE THE GAME
After two days of hate mai via lax or on his web site, which had to be shut
down for S811ef8I hours Tuesday, and at least one death threat phoned to his
team's shop, Sterling Marlin decided Wednesday that he'd had enough.
·1 defirilely didn, do anything intentional. We wera just racing our guts out on
the last lap of the Daytona 500." said Martin, a two-time Daytona 500 winne<
who was longtime competito, and frieod of Eamhardl's.
1'd do anything not lobe addressing this topic." said Martin, 43, a two-time Daytona 500 winne<. '"The locus should be on the Earmardt family. However, It
appeais ... rt would be best ~ I talked."
"You tum the news on, and some reporter is sa-y;ng the vicious tap I 98118 Earnhardt sent him into the wal," said Maoo, his voice aacking. "You just want to
climb right into the TV and pull the guy out of there:
Mallin diredS anyone who wants to koo.v what happened to look at the tape.
He checked It once. and it confmied what he ateady knew: His car was hugging the inside or the track. Eamhaldl's car, forwhatever reason, drifted down,
and they touched.

BISONROUNDUP WAS COMPILED BY JOI C. RI DL EY

H OWARD UNIVERSITY'S f'LL•TIME
SCORING LIST WITH 1 1 155 POINTS.
SHE NEEDS 60 POINTS TO REACH
THE NUMBER EIGHT SPOT.

Track your favorite MEAC team at
www . meacs orts . com . Get the
latest stats and ne ws abou t all the
con ference te ams .

Reg·gie Morris: A True Athlete
By KELLEY C HATMAN
Hilltop Staff Writer
Sensational, determined, and commi11ed. These are
among many words that can describe the Howard
Bison's senior guard Reggie Morris.
Basketball has been an imponant pan of Morris'
life since he was a 2-year-old living in Los Ange•
Jes, CA- Morris grew up to be an outstanding basketball player at Westchester High School in Los
Angeles.
After high school. Morris was accepted and at1ended the University of California at Santa Barbara during his freshman year. Upon completing his freshman year, Morris decided to attend Los Angeles
Southwest Junior College, where he played under his
father who was head coach. Morris then transferred
10 Howard in his junior year. a far cry from his South·
em Califomia upbringing.
"When I transferred to Howard it did take me a
whi le 10 adjust to being nearly 3.000 miles away
from home;· said Morris. "It did affect my game
some."
If his game was affected it truly did not show on
the court. Last year, Morris was one of the main
staners on the team and a huge contributor. He finished ninth in the conference in scoring and third in
the conference in three-point shots made. However.
despite all of his contributions in games. Howard still
finished with a 1-27 record.
Despite his accomplishments. Morris was not satisfied. Like a true te:\ffi leader. Morris puts 1he team
before himself and would rather the team have a bet•
ter year.
"Personally I had a bener year last year. but I feel
that it is better to win as a team:· he said.
Unfortunately, this year has not been as succe,s•
ful for Morris. Injuries have forced the six-foot-two
guard 10 take a month off and play limited minutes
this season_
"He has an anhritic condition of someone twice his
age," Bison Coach Frankie Allen explained, "He has

Pho10 b) MJtlc Cokm,Ul
Senior guard Rt1W,ie Morris has had a turbull'nl season
aner batlling back and hip injuries.

a degenerative disc in his back and chronic anhritis
in his hips:· he added.
At one point in October. Morris had 10 Oy to California to undergo a magnetic resonance image
(MRI) by his own doctor.
"Reggie has been playing through a l01 of pain. but
he still works as hard or harder than anyone else on

the team despite the pain." said team manager Tim
Ruffin. ·'He may not be starting this year, but he is
sti ll a great asset to this team."
"If he had been healthy at the beginning of the year
he would have started," said Allen.
Most would think that Morris would be upset after
losing his staning position, but he has taken it in stride_
·'Not starting is disappointmg. but it is a team sport
and here at Howard I have learned to roll with 1he
punches," Morris said.
Allen is very proud of Morris and praises him for
his fantastic team leadership and attitude_
"Through all of his pain he stayed with it and he
wanted 10 help the team in every way possible and
he most definitely does," Allen said. "He is what
helped this team come together last year and his team
leadership is invaluable."
Although Morris is not a major part of the team on
the court this year, he is still very much respected
by his teammates and looked to for advice. Since he
is not playing as much as last year, Morris has taken
on more of the conching role this season. He is
watching the game more closely and can see what
things need to be corrected.
Morris. the perfection striving athlete that he is,
knows 1haI there are things he needs to work on in
his game. Among these. Morris recognizes one
imponant aspect_
··Defense!'" Morris said.
Allen would beg to differ.
"The only improvement that Reggie needs is a new
back."' Allen said jokingly. "Other than that he
doesn't need to improve on anything. He is a great
player and a fantastic shooter. It is just the injuries
that hold him back and he has played through a lot
of pain."'
Many things lie in the future for Morris after his
playing days are done. but first and foremost he
would like to follow in his father's foolSleps and
become a basketball coach. With the determination
he has shown Morris can do whatever he puts his
mind to.

Bison Scratch Bethune-Cookman 'Cats
Senior guard turns in a
season-high 15 points on
the day he is honored by
the team
By AUCI \ J Ott'<SON
Hilltop Staff Writer
Reggie Morris has not had the senior year of his
dreams. In fact, many would look at it as a complete
nightmare. A degenerated disk in his back and
chronic anhritis in his hips have kept him out of the
Howard lineup for a great deal of the season. Yet, on
a night when the team and school pays tribute to their
seniors Reggie Morris stepped up and played big in
his last home game as a Bison. Morris led all scorers with a season-high 15 points as the Bison defeated the Wildcats of Bethune-Cookman. 63-49 on
Monday_
Defense was key. as Howard kept Bethune-Cookman scoreless for the first five minutes of the game.
By the time the Wildcats put Iwo on the board the
Bison had already opened up a I0-point lead. Freshman Hekima Jackson kept Howard on top, scoring
12 of his 14 points in the first half.
Lack of intensity and poor ball movement kept
Bethune-Cookman down by as many as 11 points.
The Wildcats gathered some momentum behind
Tyree Harris (14 points) and cut the deficit 10 26-24
with 2:29 left in the first half. The Bison responded

to the Wildcat surge by going on an 8-0 nM
to end the half with a 32-24 advantage.
The BisoQ continued their dominance in
the second lfalf. as back-to-back threepointers by Jonathan Stokes (9 points) and
Morris brought the lead back to 11.
Bethune-Cookman put :, press on Howard
hoping to cut into the deficit. However. perfect ly executed press offense alignments
shattered Bethune-Cookman';, hopes of
gaining their first lead of the game.
Point guard Ali Abdullah ( 11 points. 8
assists) kept the team focused with strong
ball handling key layups throughout the
second half. Unselfish ball piny allowed all
Bison starters to score in the game.
Howard opened its largest lead at 18
behind two consecutive baskets by Morris.
Abdullah dribbled out the final seconds of
the game a.s the Bison increased their winning streak to two.
After the game. a pleased A llen spoke of
his team·s effort. "I thought they [1he team]
did a good job of finishing the game ouI,"
said Allen. "There were no breakdowns in
communication ... their focus is back."
When asked about Reggie Morris and his
dedication, Allen replied. Tm proud of
Morris for hanging in there.
"Morris now gives us an extra shooter for
the toumament."
Morris feels thankful for the 1eam and its

See Bison, A7

Bisonette of
the Week
Amber Hopkins-Jenkins,
Co- Captain

--Photo by Mark Coleman
F~hman ~)C' Aluko makes a mo,e o;er Bethunt"-Cookman dercnd•
er,. The Rison completed their S\\ttp oHr BCC to win thtir sccond
COOSC'CUth ·e ~ame.
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A True Soldier
By BRM'DON M. B tCKF.RSTA•,,
SponsWeek Editor

Age: 21

IT TAKES A SPECIAL TYPE OF
MAN TO BE,\ SOLDIER.

Sign: Aquarius

He must be courageous. He must be intelligent. He must
know his role and play accordingly. He must be ready, willing and able to take that crucial shot when the l ives of the
men in his battalion depend on it.
Reggie Morris is a true soldier.
For a Howard Bison team that desperately longed for something to look forward to, Morris was that something. After
an exceptional junior year on a losing team. Morris was one
of the reasons Howard fans had hope for the following year.
Morris was one out of a healthy stable of talented guards on
Howard's team. Not only did he contribute his sharp shoot·
ing to the team, but he also gave a young and sometimes
unruly Bison squad a sense of maturity. Morris was set to be
the leader of a new generation of Bison basketball.
That is, until an old enemy caught up with him.
A chronic injury turned what should have been a phenomSee Bickersrajf, A7

Classification: Junior

SENIOR CHANELL WASHINGTON IS
CURRENTLY NUMBER NINE ON

ON POINT:

Major : Journalism
Ho metown: Atl anta, GA

A7
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Lady Bison Stampede Lady Wildcats
Asia Petty scores 16 of
her 24 points in the
second half to boost
the Lady Bison
By T\'KONF. McCANOIK~
Hilllop Slaff Wriler
Lady Bison Coach Ca1hy Parson jusl sa1 and
waited. Pa1ien1ly walking lhe sideline. she wailed. Even when Bethune-Cookman College closed
a I 5•poin1 deficil 10 wi1hin six, she refused 10 call
a 1imeou1. lns1ead, she coniinued 10 sil and wait.
Her.patience would pay off.
The Lady Bison used a suffocating half-court
1rap :md a 19-3 surge 10 break open a close game
and roll 10 a IO I-76 vic1ory over 1he Lady Wildcals Monday af1emoon in 1he Burr.
The Lady Wildca1, came 0111 scra1ching in the
firsl half. even with their leading scorer Exzavia

"It's a mauer of how long can you stand 1he presCunningham scoring jusl four poin1s in the half.
Behind some s1rong 1eam play, BCC 100k a sur- sure," said Parson. "It (the pressure) will get to you
prising 17- 14 lead midway through 1he first half. eventually."
The pressure go1 10 BCC. as 1he Lady Bison
Then Howard would go 10 work.
•
received
a huge second half performance from
Asia Peuy"s 1hree-poin1er with 11:31 remaini1,g
Peuy.
The
sharp•shooling guard from Perris. CA
in the half sparked a 13-4 run thnl pul Howard up
scored
16
of
her game-high 24 poin1s in the sec27-21. Howard would head imo the half up 40-33.
ond
half.
In the second half. the Lady Bisonjus1could nol
"She has a nice stroke and we mus1 gel her lhe
shake 1he Lady Wildcats. even with Cunningham
on the bench afler picking up her fourth foul plus ball when she needs 10 have ii," said Parson.
Andrea Gardner scored 22 poin1s and pulled
a technical.
"We knew she was a great player. bu1 you can'1 down 17 rebounds for Howard. Chanell Wash·
lei one player s1op you.'' said Ca1hy Parson on inglon finished with 19 poin1s, and Essence CogHoward's grea1 play of Cunningham. Cunningham gins scored 16.
Lauren Fors1hoff's 19 poinls paced Bethune•
finished with jus1 six poin1s.
Cookman.
Janice Haynes had 12 and Lastrapes
Even wi1hout 1heir srnr, BCC hung around like
and
fa_•hell
Mitchell each added I0. BCC fell 10
a pesky neighborhood dog. The Lady Wildcals,
8-16
overall,
5-11 in 1he MEAC. The Lady Bison
down 60-47. would goon a 14-7 run 1ocu11he lead
10 six ai 67-61 on an Edna Lastrapes layup with moved closer 10 cap1uring 1he regular season 1i1le
with 1he win, improving 10 16-8 overall and 13-2
9:53 to play.
Lasirapes' baskel sparked something under 1he in 1he MEAC.
Howard will travel 10 Bal1irnore 10 face 1be Lady
Lady Bison defense, which held BCC 10 jus1 three
poinis over 1he nexl five minutes and allowed Bears of Morgan S1a1e tomorrow.
Howard 10 jump all over Be1hune•Cookman.

Ph<•o by M:rl Colcme1n

Asia Peltyunlo;.1dsajum1>era~.1.in!'l-t Bethu1'K'•Cookrnan~londtl)- 11,e I.ad) Ubon mo,td
one stc1> c:l~r to thek second t-01™.-c:uthe l"l,tUlar M·~oon litJc "ith a "in~, 101•76 " in.

Bison Scratch the 'Cats
From Bison. A6

Students Define Concerns
As Election Nears
Fmm Issues. A I
S1il l 01her siudenls said 1ha1.
despite the issues. next year"s HUSA
administration will have an uphill
banle.
"I feel 1ha1 a 101 of the candidaie,
are nol prepared for this posilion,"
said Kha Ifani Walker. chairman of
1he Undergraduate Studenl A"embly... There campaigning strn1egies
are simplis1ic and cannot compare 10
the pasi year.;:·
Other s1udents agreed. bul said
they would he happy if next year's
HUSA officials could help 1hcm
wade through the bureaucracy in the
A-building.
"I would just like my mmscripts 10 get 10 1heir deslination
without having any anxiety on ii
being received on 1he other end.''
said freshman radio-TV-film major
Trey Tims who had problems receiv-

ing his transcripts. Ye1. when asked
about HUSA's ability to address
problems. he was skeptic.
"Though they· re trying 10 change
things. I think that their power isn't
enough 10 ovemllc 1he (Universi1y)
administration." Tims said.
Most s1uden1, in1erviewed by lhe
Hilltop said they did 1101 1ake their
concerns 101he Speak Ou1s, 1hough.
Al 1he firsl Speak Oul held in Drew
Hall only seven >,1uden1s anended. In
1he pasl the Drew Hall ,crved as a
proving ground of ,ort, for fledgling
candidaies. Less than 30 studenls
anended 1he Speak 0111 in 1he Quad.
"I 1hought the Speak Ouis were
,peeches made by the candidmes,
wi1ho111 any feedback from the s1uden1s," said Tims ... I didn'1 1hink I'd
accomplish any1hing by going ...

coaches.
"I'm thankful 1ha1 1he 1eam execu1ed and go1 me the ball were I could make (the
shols) ... I'm happy 1hey believe in me."
One key difference 1h31 Morris sees from lasi year's leam is confidence. "We feel
like we can go in and win games," said Morris.
S1okes shares 1he same sen1imen1.
"We feel like we can go in10 a game and win by 10 or 15 poinls," S1okes said.
The Bison improve 10 9- 15. 7-8 MEAC. Howard heads 10 Morgan Staie 1omorrow
10 sian a three-game road 1rip before the MEAC Toumamenl in March.

Heated Debate at Speak Out
From Debare, A3
the Bison Chapier of 1he NAACP and
also being 1he only candida1e 1ha1 is
ac1ively involved in HUSA right now.
" I know what works and whal
doesn·1;· said Brown.
Derek Rodgers chimed in:
" I haven·1 been in a poli1ical ·regime',
bul I know whal ii takes 10 be n leader. I
believe in the power of 1he people. A
leader needs to have 1he power of the
people, be one of the people. and have
1heir interest in mind:· said Rodgers.
David McDuffie, a freshman business
s1udcn1, se1off a healed deba1e when he

challenged candidaies on 1heir individual
campus activism.
" I didn't go 10 any of this year's
marches." Cooper said. "Pas1leaders did
no1 march in 1he pasl so 1ha1 I would s1ill
be marching now. There have 10 be new
innova1ions, marching is ou1da1ed. We
can·1 march every 1ime something hap•
pens."
Brown con1ended. "We can·1wail for
others 10 do things for us. if there is an
issue. find 0111 how you can be involved.
Even in pas1 marches. we were successful (on larger levels) because we heighlened consciousness."

A True Soldier
From Bickerstaff, A6
enal senior season for 1he Los Angeles na1ive inlo a lackluster stinl
on the bench. Suddenly, things did not seem as bright for either Mor•
ris or 1he 1eam. When Ron Williamson fell 10 academic troubles,
things seemed dowpright bleak for 1he Bison. Nol only was their
learn captain sidelined, bu1 1heir leading scorer was reduced 10 the
role of spec1a1or.
Things did no1 look good for 1h': home 1eam.
.
Bui Morris knew wha1 he and his 1eam were up agamst. lns1ead
of lamenting the virtual loss of his senior year as a player, Morris
100k on a differenl role. lns1ead of hanging his head in 1hough1 of
wha1 mighl have been. he held his head high no1only for himself.
bu1 for his 1eam. lns1ead of con1rib111ing his physical abi li1ies on
1he baulefield, Morris became a general. using his in1elligence and
experience 10 help guide his young 1eam. No1 many could do wha1
Morris has done this season. Far less would do what Mom s has
done. He has accep1ed his role and played acc.ordingly.
.
In his final game wi1hin the hallowed walls of the Burr. Moms
laced up his boo1s for banle. No back injury was going 10 keep him
from leaving Howard in a blaze of glory. The six-foo1-1wo guard
Iii Bethune•Cookman for 15 poin1s on 5-for-7 shoo1ing from 1he
floor 10 lead all scorers. proving 1ha1 when ii is lime 10 go lo war
1he old general can s1ill get ii done.
Some migh1 have coun1ed themselves out afler enduring a season like 1he one Morris has endured. They might have hung up lheir
sneakers. 1hrown on 1heir s1ree1 clothes and relaxed for the resl of
the year.
They are not soldiers.
Morris has been as much an influence off the court as he could
ever be on i1. He would have i1 no 01her way.
With 1he MEAC Toumamenl looming in 1he dislance and Morris feeling a bi1 heallhier. the Bison must prepare for the uUima1c
bau le. Luckily. it looks as 1hough they have one more soldier on
their side.
Bra11do11 M. Bickerstaff is a ju11ior pri111 journalism major.

Blackburn
Sells
Banned

.

STUDENT TRAVEL

·Paris ..... : ..... S359
Amsterdam. ..... S366.
Tokyo ...... .. . $644

Asthma Volunteers
Needed for
NIH Research Study
The Pulmonary-Critical
Care Medicine Branch
at the National Institutes
of Health is looking for
individuals with asthma
between the ages of 1 865 to participate in a 3 to
4 day research study.
A
thorough medical evaluation and monetary compensation will be provided. If interested, please
call (30"'1) 402-1553.
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Air Force ROTC does!
Earn a degree while training to become an Air Force officer! Upon graduation,
you have a guaranteed job with great pay and benefits waiting for you!
Who Can Applyi

College Students
Unaergraduate & Graduate
Graduating HS Seniors (2001)

Air Force ROTC Detachment 130 is based at Howard University and also
supports students attending the following universities and colleges:
American, Catholic, Georgetown, George Washington, Msrymount, Trinity, & UDC

For More Information Contact
Air Force ROTC Detachment 130
Lt Colonel Francine Goode
fgoode@howard.edu

(202) 806-6788
WE'VE BEEN THERE . .

www.statravel.com
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LEAD E RSHIP EXCELLENCE STARTS HERE
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From Blackbum, A I
the normal praclice may come 10 a
surprise 10 many s1uden1 organizations, Samuels said thal ii is nol a
change in procedure. In fac1, he said
thal ban on ,ales have been on 1he
books for some time.
"The rules were being enforced. I
jusl needed 10 rei1era1e Howard Universi1y policies and procedures:·
Samuels said.
However. according 10 Errica Dolson, president of1he California Club,
she was unaware of 1he long-s1anding
policy of not being able to sell on the
Blackburn's lower level. "From my
understanding 1he plaza level was the
only place we lorganiza1ions) could
sell ." Do1son said.
Samuels also made i1 clear tha1 1he
memo was senl ou1 because many
s1uden1 organiza1ions were tying 10
bypass some of 1he procedural s1eps,
mos1noiably by no1 going 1hrough the
Cram1on Box Office, 10 sell various
ilems for their fundrnising. The memo
said 1ha1 by selling i1erns on 1he plaia
level 1hcre is no way of "tracking
monelary ,trnoun1s after the sale of
goods/services is compleled."
Do1son·s California Club has held
many fundraising ac1ivi1ies on the
plaza level including selling raffle
1ickets and las1 March selling of
Krispy Kreme donuls. Dolson said
Cram1on "charges heavily" for the
use of i1s box office. which is a
"means of culling studen1s oul of
money.''
Another problem, Samuels poinied
10 was 1ha1 of security. According to
Samuels' in pasl years the security of
s1udents has been in jeopardy. Robbers have been able 10 access the
en1J'31lceways on the ground floor near
1he Cafeleria and assaull studen1s.
Allhough he did nol give specific
de1ails of pas1 occurrences, Samuels
said that he and Campus Police Chief
Reginald Smith agreed tha1 a change
had 10 be made.
"It is beller 10 be proactive than
reac1ive," Sanmels said. Therefore
"no currency exchange is allowed on
the plaza level," Samuels said. This
includes 001 having change boxes al
even1s held in Blackburn. "I want 10
have programs where s1uden1s just
show 1icke1s," Samuels said.
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THIS SEASON'S LAST GAME
AT..·. THE BURR!!!
CJ
I

BASKETBALL

lDQ
The Lady Bison are 13 - 2 and #1 in the MEAC going into tournament time!!
Students with Capstone Cards may pick up one free
ticket:
l'eb, 28 , 11am • 4pm , lowtr level of Blackbum Center
Feb, 28 • 8PM • B130pm • Burr
At long .. ticket• .,. I Vllllblo

coNGRATuL.,\TtoNs To:

Faculty and Staff with Capstone Cards may pick up
one free ticket:
Feb, 28 • 8pm. 8:30pm • Burr Oymnulum
At long u tlckett tre avallabla
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FOR THEIR VICTORY @ North Carolina A&T
FIRST HOME GAME - MARCH 2, 2:30pm @ Joe Cannon Stadium

TO THE BISON (9 wins) AND LADY BISON (16 wins) FOR THEIR WINS OVER
FAMU & Bethune-Cookman
And ..... APPEARJNG ON CABLE TV (HTS, NUE & Sunshine Networks)
LADY BISON & BISON vs. Morgan State
Sot., Feb 24 Starttng at 2pm
Best wishes to:
Women's and l\ilen's Indoor Track (@ MEAC Chomplonshlps
asebal': ~ Mercer
Tennis (!\ten) @ Georg~ Washington & Georgeto,vn
I-Ill Basketball @ Morgon, Coppin & UMES
lllvltllon of Student Affolrs
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Opinions & Editorial
Bush's
Education
Initiative
Flawed

cited the following reasons:
A. Safety Reason - In 1he past year
we have had problems on the ground
floor with robbers entering through
the ground level near the cafeteria
exit.
B. Accountability- There is no way
to hold an organization or an individual accounlable for the revenue generated. A lso there is no way of tracking monetary amounts after the sale of
Yet, something just wasn't goods and services are completed.
C. ll is the University's policy that all
enough .. . you want more. No, not
another hormone burger, not an ice ticket sales go through the Cramton
cream conc ... but, DOUGHNUTS. Aud ilorium Box Office.
There is still no explanation of why
So you leave the caf' behind you, in
privileges
are being taken away from
search of those Krispy Kremedoughnuts that are frequently slacked neat- sludents at the Blackburn Center.
ly behind tables of smiling faces and Blackburn is al ready too small and
homemade signs that read, "Support space is always limited when s1udents
the La Dec Das. Buy Krispy Kremes plan to hold an even!, or in this case,
for $3.00.'' But to your dismay, there , sell doughnuts. Selling doughnuts
are no signs, no smiles, no tables and hardly account for a safely hazard.
When administrators restrict stuno doughnuts. WHHYYYYYY!
Almost every aflernoon in the Black- dents from fundraising in the only
burn Cenlcr, studelll organizations place that comes close to a student
raise money for worthy causes by center, this means that there is time for
vend ing raffle tickels, doughnuts, and a new one. If students can't rai se
other fundrnising ilems. However, money for 1heir organizations in the
last week sales of such i1ems were University center, which is used most
by s1udents, what else do you want
prohibilcd.
The Office of Studem Act ivities has them to do?

L

Editorial
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et's jusl say, today you are in
the Blackburn Center. You've
eaten your nutritious cafeteria
meal-<:h icken a la rice, peas, carrots
and you know, wl1atever was left from
yesterday.

--(ou

KERRY-ANN KAMEISH

resident George W. Bush's
educalion plan entitled 'Le.ivc
no child behind,' could leave
many behind. According to Mr.
Bush's plans, students in grades three
through eight will be tested annually in reading and mathematics. Based
on the test scores from these exams,
schools with raised scores will be
awarded bonuses, while "failing"
schools will receive a considerable
reduction in their budget.
It is important 10 note that vouchers will not ensure that no child is left
behind. Vouchers will help only a
few students to attend private
schools. Consequently, many students will remain in failing schools
with even less funding.
The Bush proposal has raised much
alarn1 and questions from educators,
especially in public schools. Tracy
Smith, a 7th grade Language Arts
and Social studies teacher at Stephen
Decatar Middle School in NW Washington strongly opposes taking away
funds from the public schools. "If
schools arc 'failing' the opposite
should be done, thus putting more
money into the public schools to
ensure that the proper tools and
resources arc made available."
The question also becomes, how
can a voucher help a poor family. ''If
the voucher provides approximately
$ 1500, who provides the other
$14,SOO?"asks Assistant Principal of
Gage Eckington Elementary, Ms.
Margaret Ellis. The feasibility of the
voucher program needs to be reexamined.
It is important to note that these
annual ICSIS will be in two areas.
reading and mathematics. Therefore,
is it practical to cut school funding
based on test scores in ONLY two
subjects? The use of only one instrument to measure success whether of
students or teachers is grossly inadequate. The Superintendent of D.C
Public schools, Dr. Paul Vance,
asserts that test scores do nqL_sivc a
true reflection of studenl $Uccess.
"Students should be assessed f(Om
where they were to where t~ey have
progressed," Vance said. The Super•
intendent assures that the Dis1ric1 is
improving its school system and as
such, vouchers will not be an option.
The reward and punishment
approach of the Bush plan assumes
that sn1den1s do poorly when tested.
because teachers and administrators
are doing a poor job. ln many states
there has been a growth in administrative che.iting. Last spring, the principal of an elementary in Potomac,
Maryland, Karen Karch, was a proc•
tor for the state assessment test. After
the exam, Principal Karch reportedly summoned some students who
had already finished their exam 10
'review' their answers. In 1999, a
Texas jury prosecuted the ent ire
Austin, Texas Independent School
district on charges of criminal tampering.
In this case. low scoring students
were excluded from the exam, thus
raising the school 'p overall test
results. In light of these acts and
other acts of academic fraud. there
are questions as to whether pressures
on teacher accountability have gone
too far.
An increase in the number of tests
cannot act as a panacea for ailing
schools. The issue of public education should become a national con•
cern. The United States education
system staggers behind many of its
industrialized counterpartS. However, the family cannot be left out of the
educational equation. It is imperative
that teachers and parents work
together to ensure that our children
succeed. Malcolm X said it best, '·
Education is our passport to the
future, for tomorrow belongs to the
people who prepare for today."

By Summer Brown

Point of View

No More Krispy Kremes?
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Letters

The Case For Upgrading Our Facilities
wonder what the president of our University is thinking. After reading the article
"Swygert Set 10 Present New Plan To
Board in March" (2/20/01. A l), I was amazed.
It must be wonderful 10 sit and plan building
after building using money that is not your own.
How gracious he is to be planning to spend the
resources of the University and its benefactors
on a new science and engineering building.
School of Communications and student life
center.
l hope President Swygert will tell us what will

!

be the fate of the buildings he is replacing. I

hope he will tell us that they will nol be going
down the road of the Carnegie building. drifting slowly into the ranks of eyesores such as the
Howard Theatre. I hope he will tell us that the
maintenance regime will be entirely more stringent than that which is in place 10 upkeep our
once fabulous but now mediocre School of
Business.
I put it to any reader of this letter that we need
not be building all new faci lities. We can
upgrade the ones we have. We can be the ones

that step away from the prevailing disposable
culture that is leading 10 the disappearance of
many of our older more beautiful and historic
structures.
This having been said there are some buildings, which have to go. and some buildings that
would show us the foresight of our administraton.. The Burr Gymnasium is a joke in poor
taste and Greene ,tadium is not big enough for
a high school football program. We need new
facilities for varsity and intramural activities.
We need parking facili1ies so that the tickets our

Acceptance of the SAT as an
Assimilationist Tendency
A. RAHMAN FORD
n a radical move, the president of the University of California, Richard C. Atkinson, has
made a proposal to remove the main SAT from
its list of college entrance requirements. In an Associated Press article, Atkinson gave what seems 10
be his pr'imary reason for advancing such a bold and
perhaps controversial recommendation: "Anyone
involved in education should be concerned about
how an overemphasis on the SAT is distorting edu•
cational priorities and practices, how the test is perceived by many as unfair and how it can have a devastating imp:1c1 on the scif esteem and aspirations
of young students."
The reference 10 the unfair nature of the SAT
directly implicates various studies which have concluded that the SAT is biased in favor of wealthy
whites and that having it as a prerequisite for college entrance t1c1s as an etlmic filter, preventing
many minorities such as Black and Latinos from
a11aining an often elusive higher education. Some
research groups have also claimed that success on
the SAT is more closely correlated to the wealth
available 10 the test-taker, wealth that can be spent
on pre-testing coaching, according to the Associated Press.
The above scenario begs the following question:
Would the president of Howard University join the
president of the University of Californ ia in proposing and pursuing such a radical effort; one that is
surely to be condemned as preposterous by those
individuals and factions that control the purse
strings of Howard University, or would Howard
University conlinuc 10 be spiritually mired in its
assimilationist and reactionary ways, as a bison in
a herd rather than as a stalwart pioneer of conviction? Sadly and unsurprisingly, the preceding question answers itself.
At last semester's opening convocation, a prideful President Swygert touted the increase in the
median SAT scores of the newly admined first-year
class. To him, such an increase was an undeniable
mark of progress, and if such was his intent then I
would agree with him. However, given that the SAT
has proven to be a mechanism which operates in a
discriminatory manner, dispossessing too many of
our people of the right 10 a judgment based on academic competence, any and all progress made was

I

arguably toward an illicit and perverse end.
But again, there should be no surprise. As I loward
University began initially as a vehicle for the assimilation ofcertain peoples into the caustic American
corporate culture. such adu lterated notions of
progress are 10 be expected and perhaps lauded by
many. Indeed, Howard University has remained a
loyal child of the heritage provided by its white
father, and as a mulatto entity it has been forced 10
choose, between being a part or b<:ing apart. The
choice it has made is all too obvious.
The above is not a condemnation. It is merely
meant 10 serve as a partial elucidation of one take
on our instant reality here al Howard University, a
reality 10 which we may become oblivious as we
endure the inculcation of a system which was inculcated to ensure perpetual inculcation. The result of
such inculcation need not, however. lead to passivity
or docility. Reliance on SAT scores is not inherently
indicative of a follower's mentality. It may become
so. however, if the reliance is premised on some
larger, broader, perhaps subconscious, goal of the
acceptance of flawed ideologies which have the
inevitable deleterious effect of producing a reactionary mentality which becomes so pervasive as to
become dominant.
The SAT issue can be seen as symbolic. TI1c recommendation of President Atkinson represents a
departure, from craftily engineered intellectual constructs, preserved over time for the purpose of creating in the masses a institution of narrow-mindedness, to a mode of thought inhibited by one less
construct. Although the idea of President Swygert
joining President Atkinson in such a recommendation to do away with reliance on the SAT is an idea
foolishly entertained, an examination of the issue
is nevertheless ins1ruc1ive because as students at
Howard University, we must be aware of those
invisible mechanics which exist here, and understand how and why these mechanics work the way
they do. An understanding of such mechanics is
vital ifwc arc 10 come to tenns with our own individual and collective positions here, as those positions concern the open acceptance and glorification
of a biased college entrance examination and other
similar tendencies which seem to be an anathema
10 ideals of Black emancipation.

overzealous meter maids love to issue do not
increase our financial burdens.
I implore the President and all the administrators here 10 show through their brilliance
through the quality of their work. With all the
doctors we have running our administration we
need to see more insightful leadership.
- Kevin Taylor

Misir:iformation and Leadership
ua1c 1rustee: Breana Smi1h - F.R.E.S.H.

Dear Editor:
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Calendar

what's going on in de????

February 23rd -March 1st

KRS -One will be kicking "My Philosophy" and

Sunday, 25th

"Black Cop" @ the 9:30 Club.

Friday, 23 rd

Saturday, 24th

Performance art duo Orphyx rel urns to Borders, 18th and L N.W., at
7p.m. for the provocative mix of hip-hop and spoken word and a blend
of the word stylings ofLadyPcoq andT-WR.EX. FREE! Forinforma•
tion, call 202-4664999.
Coyaba {"heaven'") Dance TI1eaterperforms tonight at 8 p.m. through
Sunday at Dance Place. 3225 8th St. N.W. Coyaba rejoices in strong
fanilly communities and pays homage to the past through African dance
from Guinea and Senegal infused by 1he pulse of today's world. Tick•
ets are $15. $12 and $5. For information, call 202-269-1600.
KRS-One. co-founder of Boogie Down Productions, proves he can
still inspire true hip-hop fans with his motivational freestyle at the 9:30
Club. 915 V St. N.W., at 9p.m .. Tickets are only $20. For information,
call 202-432•7328 or 800-551-7328.

Celebrating music of Black America, the Levine School faculty and
community arts organization will perform music in 1he African and
African American uadi1ions tonight at 6 p.m. in the Jane Lang Recital
Hall, 2801 Upton St. N.W. The concert will include spirituals.jazz, classical music by black composers. gospel blues and n10re. FREE! For infor•
mation. cali 202-685-9772.

The Folger Poetry Series presents poet Lucille Clifton, who will read
from her landmark collection, "Blessing the Boats: New and Selected
Poems, 1988- 2000:· at Folger Shakespeare Library. 201 East Capitol
St. S.E. at 8 p.m. Clifton, who was discovered by Langston Hughes. is
the chancellor of the Academy of American Poets, a previous poet laureate of the State of Maryland and author of ten previous poetry collec•
lions. A reception and book sale will follow the reading. Admission is
SIO. For information, call 202-544-4600 or vi,itwww.folger.edu.

got an event? email Ginger @
·

.

Opera singer Carmen Balthrop pays tribute 10 the legendary Marian Ander•
son, the first African American smgerto perfo1m with the MetropoLitan ()pcm,
in a concert tonight al 7 p.m. in the Hall of Musical Instruments, National Museum of American History, 14 St. and Constitution Ave. N.W. The concert fea.
tures many ofAnderson's ,'OCal sryle.'>-<>pcra, spirituals. gospels. and art son~.
Tickets are $20, $15 and $13.50. For information. call 202-357-3030.
King Hedley D. the latest work from award-winning African American playwright August Wilson, opens today at 2:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. at Eisenhower Theater. Kennedy Cen1er. The play takes place in 1980s Pittsburgh, where
a neighborhood is rocked by violence and economic failure. Tickets are S20$68. For information. call 202-467-4600 or visit h1tp://kennedy-cen1er.org.

It's the las1 nigh1 for "A Mid~ummer Night's Dreani," Shakespeare·s
comedy of a love gone mad in the face of magic m Catholic University's Hartke Theatre, 3801 Harewood Rd. N.E. Geneml tickets are S 15,
$8 for seniors, $5 for students and kids. For information, call 202-319-

4000.
Black Movements Dance Theatre celebrates Black History Month and
the company's 18th anniversary with dance and crea1ive interpretation
starting al 8 p.m. at George1own University's Poullon Hall Theatre. 37th
and OSt. N.W. Tickets are$7-$10. For information. call 202-784-8073
or202-784-776 I.
Hear the young voices of the world-famous Boys Choir of Harlem
tonight at 8 p.m. at Constitution Hall, 1776 D St. N.W,, under the direc·
tion of founder Wal1er J. Turnbull. Tickets are $28 - $40. For informa•
1ion, call 202-767-5658.

Donald Bogle, autl10rof"'Dorothy Dandridge: A Biography,'" discusses
his new book. "Primetime Blues: African Americans on Network 1elevisio11" at Olsson's-Metr0Center. l200FSt. N.W.at 12:30p.m.. "Prime•
time Blues". a landmark study by the leading critics of African Ameri•
can film and television. takes a close look at shows such as The Fresh
Prince of Bel Air, ER and The Steve Harvey Show, FREE! For infor•
mation. crul 202-347-3686.

'.
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Wednesday, 28th
Ladysrnith Black Marnbazo, the number one selling group in South
Africa, perfurms its unique sound tonight and tomorrow nigltt at 8 p.rn.
at the Barns of Wolf Trap, 1624 To!p Road, Vienna (Va.). Tickets are
$22. For information, call 202-938-2402 or visit www.wolftrap.org.
Although tooay is the last day of the month, Black history goes on
in the pho<o exhibit "Black and White: Images from the Civil Rights
Movement." which chronicles the key moments in the early civil rights
tn0\'ement. The exhibition is on display at the Newseum, I IOI Wilson
Bl\'d,. ArLington (¼.). For informauon, call 703-284-3544 or visit
www.newseum.org.

Tuesday, 27th
Fire eaters. stilt walkers, clowns and maiµcians are at Lulu·s. 1217
22nd St. N.W.. for a Mardi Gras Party starung at 4pm. Even if you·re
not in the mood for a mud bug eating con1e,1. there are three dance floors
and live music-and it's FREE before 7 p.m.. For information. call
202-861-5858.
The Clarendon Mardi Gras Parade features floa1s representing local
merchants. live music and of course. beads 5tarting at 8 p.m. at the
Clarendon Metro Station (Southl'oes1corner of Wilson Boulevard and
N. Highland St. Arlington). FREE!
The 4th Annual DC Metropolitan Reggae Music A,vards pays special tribute to Bob Marley and Dennis Brown in a ceremony at 6:30
p,m. at the Ascot Nightclub. 1708 L St. N.W.. Ticke1s are SI Oin
advance, more at the cfoor. Fro information, call 202-296-7640 or visit
wwwdcreggaea,vards.com.

hilltop_art@yahoo.com

Thursday, 1• t
Host ofBET's ''Comic View•· Gary Owen. the white comedian who was the won the title of"Funniest Black Comedian
in San Diego." performs at the DC lmpro~ 1140 Connecticut
Ave. N.W., tooight a18:30p.m. through SWlday. Tickets are $15$17. For information. call 202·2~7008.
'
Brooklyn"s finest M.O.P. (Mash Out Posse) bring their furi.
ous rhymes to Nation, 1015 Half St. S.E., wi'th DJ Red Alert
1onight at 8 p.m .. Tickets are $20. For information, call 202·
432-7328 or 800-551-7328.
· ..,
,

Ash Wednesday
'•

February 28, 2001

Imposition ofAshes and Holy Communion
12:10 P.M.
Rev. Harvard Stephens
Lutheran Chaplain, Presiding
Rev. Michael Worsley
Tom Skinner Associates Chaplain, Preaching
Andrew Rankin Memorial Chapel
Main Campus
Rev. Dr. Bernard L. Richard~on, Dean of the Chapel
I

For those unable to participate in the service, a chaplain will be available to impose
ashes every hour and half-hour from 1:00-5:00 p.m.
~
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Shhh! Conker is taking a nap.

1.1:;,;::i.,":4' ~ Rare" and Nintendo• have been very naughty. They put fuuy linle Conker in a raunchy,
SOongung,age

lX.P raunchy world. Now only people 17 and older can play. Find out why at www.conku.com.
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Hill topics
II HILLTOPICS are
due, paid in full, the
onday before
publication date.
Announcements by
campus organizations
for meetings, seminars
or nonprofit are
charged as individuals
advertising for the
purpose of announcing
a service, buying or
elling are charged $5
for the first 20 words
and $1 for every addiional five words. Loca
companies are charged
10 for first 20 words
and $2 for every 5
ords thereafter.
Personal ads are $2 for
he first 10 words and
1 for every additional
Swords.

Congratulations 10 the New Student
Ambassadors from the E-Board!!

FOR RENT
SILVER SPRJNG-MEDICAL·
PROFESSIONAL OFFICE SPACE·
FULL SERVICE- 450 sq. fl. to 850 sq. fl.
AVAILABLE AT ONCE
CALL KENT COMPANY
(301) 770-2100.

HELP WANTED
SERJOUS & COMPETENT

GRADI/ATfi STUDENTS
Needed immedia1ely for 1u1oring s1uden1s
deticient in Malh and Reading Skills•
Elemenlary School-S25.00/hr
Call (202) 291 -0912.
GRADUATE STUDENTS NEEDED
immcdialely to conduct EXPRESSIVE
ART THERAPY with children and youth.
S20.00 per hour. ONLY SERJOUS AND
COMPETENT INDIVIDUALS
SHOULD APPLY. Call (202) 291-09 I2.
FRATERNITI ES* SORORITIES
CLUBS* STUDENT GROUPS
Earn $ I000-$2000 lhis semester with lite
easy Campusfundraiser.com three hour
fundraising event No sales required.
Fundmising dales are filling quickly, so
call 1oday! Contact
Campusfundraiser.com at
(888) 923-3238, or visi1
www camvusfundrai'-er com

ANNOUNCEMENTS
FULL TUITION SCHOLARSHIP
If you will be a Junior or Senior
during 1he school year 2001-2002,
have al least a 3.0 cumulative GPA

O.C. ln1eme1 company established to
improve Black America needs marketing
and entertainment interns. web
researchers and models

Canitalcbange@cs,com
703.622.2867

and demonstrated community

involvement, then you are eligible for
Position Tille: Library Clerk
the Alpha Kappa Alpha Nellie M.
Part-Time Position
Quander Memorial Scholarship.
We are a Professional DC law firm
Applica1ions can be picked up al lite looking for a part-time clerk 10 mainiain
Office of Financial Aid, Blackburn
our small library. The candidate will
Ccn1er Information Desk, or Founders index and me away reference and other
Library. Applica1ion Deadline is
prinled materials, as well as assis1
February 23, 2001.
paralegals with research projce1s.
Previous library and research experie nce

THE ANNUAL
HOWARD UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE OF DENTISTRY
Student Council
Dental Health Fair
Clinical Dentist ry
600 " W" Street, N.W.
Saturday February 24, 2001
9:00 A.M.• 3:00 P.M

REE

FREE

FREE

FREE

I. Free teeth cleaning for adults an
hildren. ,
. lns1ruc1ions in oral hygiene
viii be given.
. Free blood pressure de1erminn1ion.
. 0ml cancer screening.

. Medical glucose & cholesterol
· reening.

REE

FREE

FREE

FREE

is a plus! Please fax your resume
auention T. Prendergas1 at 202/783-603 1.

Is thtrt a wrttr company that ca11 ojftryou tbt ,onfidmce you nttd to rta<h y,,ur gr1a1tst goalsl An
organiulion that Wilsfaundtd in 1853 and today ranh No. 204 o~ tht Fortunt 500, with rewnws ofmort
than 17.S billion and total asstts of138.9 billionf An iruuranrt company that worh hard to ensurt tlN
future oftach of its tmployuir Without Q,mtion.

ON-CAMPUS PRESENTATION
Center for Professional D evelopment, School of Business
W ednesday, February 21"
5-6pm

ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
Center for P rofessional Development, School of Business
Thursday, February 22 nd
8:30 am - 4:30 pm
W ednesday, February 28 th
8:30 am - 4:30 pm

Ifyou art unable to al/tnd our campus t1Jtnts, pltllJtfax y,,ur m umt to651 ..JJ0-2086, //ttn: Collttt Rll11tions.
An ,qua/ qppurtunity tmployer.
Without Quutum.

SERVICES

lheStfllul
stpaul. com

For Sale:
MEAC Baskclball Tournament
tickets in Richmond, Va.

(202) 297-4872.
APJ Network Solulions
Discounled Services for students
Computer Repair
Tax Preparotion
202-983-7012

How To Pray and Get
Guaranteed Results
•Populari1y, Good Grades, Money
Re<Juesl a free copy @
j I0909@hotmail.com

Love your life and your communily:
SPECIAL K. SERVICES
Sign up to give blood or get lesled for
Braids. cornrows. Natural Hairstyling for
HIV today in Blackbum Cenler
Men& Women
ground noor 11-3 pm.
Eyebrow Arching and Make-up
Consultations
Zela Phi Bela Sorority Inc., Alpha
House Calls!
Chaplcr Presents
INEXPENSIVE.
QUALITY WORK
Finer Womanhood Week:

Sa1isfoc•ion Guaranteed
Wbal II Takes To Be a Strong Black
(202) 723-4707
Woman
(202) 592-7032 Em. \ ppb.
• Sunday, 2/25/01
Call to Chapel
• Monday,2126/0IHIVTesling
t--------------t
Blackburn Cen1er, Rm. 148 11-3 pm _ _ _
P_E_R_S_O_N_AL
__
-1
• Monday, 2126/01
Living a
Congrats and Much Love 10 Phi Bela
Healthier Life Seminar
Sigma Fralemity, Inc., Alpha Chapter for
Blackbum Center, Rm. 148-150
their Isl Place Show at GWI
7:20 pm
Love, Those Alluring Ladies of Zeta
• Thursday, 3/01/01 Beauty Forum t - - - - - - - - - - - - - - t
Blaekburn Cen1er Reading Lounge
7:20 pm. Refrcshmenls.
CLAUDIA, Thanks for being you.
•Friday, 3/02/01
Movie Nighl
ilh 1he Sislers: The Color Purple
STAR BULLOCK. YOU DA BOMB.
Blackbum Center, Rm. 148-150
Love your two fairies!! SW & MS
:20 pm. Rcfreshmcnls.
•sa1urday, 3/03/01 Finer Womanhood
To my three car buddies:
Banque!
They Just Don't Know. They ain't ready.
W Univ., Marvin Center 12:00 p.m. Inc ride has been funny and worthwhile.
S.00 Donalion.
Friends 10 the end. 4 out of 4.
•Tuesday, 3/06/0 I
Blood Drive
Blackbum Center Reading Lounge
-The Praying Mantis

s__

Test your tinaneial knowledge.
Derrick:
Come 10 Blackbum, Bottom level
Welcome 10 the ranks of the Hilllop
2/27/0 I 11 -2 pm
Wednesday Warriors. Thanks for lite hard
t-------------t
work and dedication.
Your Campus leaders are on lock•
down. Come break the financial
Zora Neale Hurston '24
li1emcy chains. 2/27 from 11 -2 pm int - - - - -- - - - - - ---t
Blackbum bouom level.
Executive Editor:
How did you get out of Tucker's class
Calling All Entrepreneurs!
again?
The lioward University
·A Struggling Wednesday Warrior
Entrepreneurial Society requesls your
presence at our weekly meeting!
Be Pa1.icn1Grasshopper and Continue to
Mee1ings are held every Tuesday @
Hit tha1Fronl Page like a Hurricane ...
5:00 in 1hc School of Business, room
Then He Shall Se1 you Free.
218.
All majors welcome!
- Zora '24

.,.
'

HILLTOP STUDENT NEWSPAPER
POSITIONS
AVAILABLE

APPLICATIONS ARE NOW AVAILABLE
INTHE
OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES,
BLACKBURN UNIVERSITY CENTER,
ROOM 117
FOR

2001-02 HILLTOP EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
AND
BUSINESS MANAGER
APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE
TODAYTHRU
FEBRUARY 28, 2001
DEADLINE FOR APPLICATION IS
FEBRUARY 28, 2001 AT 5:00 P.M.

